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About Fruit Recognition App 

This document demonstrates developing expert system using rules in spreadsheet. Expert 

system is created by taking sample fruit recognition rules from the source, (Gonzalez, A. J., & 

Dankel, D. D. (1993); The engineering of knowledge-based systems, theory and practice.  Englewood 

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall). Before developing expert system using WKA Studio, the knowledge 

engineer should be ready with the rules.   

Rule 1:  If (shape = long) and (color = green) 

              Then (fruit = banana) 

Rule 1A: If (shape = long) and (color = yellow) 

              Then (fruit = banana) 

Rule 2:  If (shape = round) and (diameter > 4 inches) 

              Then (fruitclass = vine) 

Rule 2A:  If (shape = oblong) and (diameter > 4 inches) 

              Then (fruitclass = vine) 

Rule 3:  If (shape = round) and (diameter < 4 inches) 

              Then (fruitclass = tree) 

Rule 4:  If (seedcount = 1) 

              Then (seedclass = stonefruit) 

Rule 5:  If (seedcount > 1) 

             Then (seedclass = multiple) 

Rule 6:  If (fruitclass = vine) and (color = green)  

              Then (fruit = watermelon) 

Rule 7: If (fruitclass = vine) and (surface = smooth) and (color = yellow) 

              Then (fruit = honeydew) 

Rule 8:  If (fruitclass = vine) and (surface = rough) and (color = tan) 

              Then (fruit = cantaloupe) 

Rule 9:  If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = orange) and (seedclass = stonefruit) 

              Then (fruit = apricot) 

Rule 10: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = orange) and (seedclass = multiple) 

              Then (fruit = orange) 

Rule 11: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = red) and (seedclass = stonefruit) 

              Then (fruit = cherry) 

Rule 12: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = orange) and (seedclass = stonefruit) 

              Then (fruit = peach) 

Rule 13: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = red) and (seedclass = multiple) 

              Then (fruit = apple) 
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Rule 13A: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = yellow) and (seedclass = multiple) 

              Then (fruit = apple) 

Rule 13B: If (fruitclass = tree) and (color = green) and (seedclass = multiple) 

              Then (fruit = apple) 

Note: Further section explains in detail about developing expert system for fruit application. 
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1. Developing Expert System based App 

This document illustrates how expert system can be developed using rules entered in spread-

sheet form. Developing an expert system enables the end user to use the expert system in a 

user-friendly and easy manner. An expert system gives user the ability to give input as per the 

rules defined by the user and an expert system produces the result accordingly. 

1.1 Preparing Excel File to Create Expert System App 

To prepare an excel file the user needs to define the rules, menus (possible values any variable 

takes e.g. possible values of colour) and prompts (question to be asked when input is required) 

in excel sheet.  Defining menus and prompts are optional but defining rules are mandatory in 

excel file because based on the rules defined, an expert system produces the result. The 

following figures below (Figure 1 and Figure 2) show the two sheets: Rules and Prompts. 

Rules: The worksheet shows 17 rules each row corresponds to a rule. The column names 

represent variables or features, and expressions or values are entered below the columns based 

rules. The first rule is represented as IF Shape IS Long AND Colour IS Green THEN Fruit IS 

Banana. Here Shape is variable and Long is value for first rule. Variables themselves present 

specific roles e.g. Rule ID represents unique rule ID given to rule. Fruit represents Goal 

variable whose value is to be derived. To develop an expert system, certain rules need to be 

defined which include the required parameters such as: 

1. Rule ID: Represents unique rule ID. Rules are created depending on the Rule ID. 

2. Goal Variable: A variable whose values is to be inferred finally. In this example, fruit 

is to be recognized (value to be inferred) hence column name Fruit it has to be goal 

variable.  

3. Sub-Goal Variable: There can be multiple intermediate variables whose values are 

need to be derived before the final goal e.g. Apple’s FruitClass has to be Tree (Rule  

13) which is determined from rule no. 3: If shape = round and diameter < 4 inches 

Then fruitclass = tree. 

Note: The expert system engine (inference engine) executes rules on first come first serve basis 

so sequence of rules is important especially when goals or sub-goals of rules are same. For 

example, all rules have goal Fruit. When inference engine starts recognizing the fruit, it picks 

up the first rule in sequence and tries to satisfy it by asking variables whose values are required 

to satisfy the rule. If rule fails, it pickups the next rule in sequence etc. 

Prompts: To define prompt is optional. It defines the question to be asked when input is 

required. This spreadsheet contains: 

1. Variable: Name of a variable.  

2. Prompt: Prompt assigned to variable. 

3. Default: Default value is displayed as default value when input is asked e.g. Default 

colour may be Green. 
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Figure 1: Defining Rules in Excel Sheet 

 

Figure 2: Defining Prompts in Excel Sheet 

 

1.2 Creating Excel Connection by Importing Excel File 

After preparing an excel file, follow the following steps. 

1. Go to Main Menu -> Database Interfaces -> Connections. 

This will be configured 
as sub- goal 

This will be 
configured as goal 

This will be 
configured as Rule ID 

This column can be used 
to keep rule-sequence 
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Figure 3: Connection Interface 

2. Select DataBase Type from dropdown menu as MSExcel as shown in the figure 

above. 

3. To upload the excel file, click the button . 

 

Figure 4: Uploading Excel File 

 

4. To choose the excel file from specified location, click Browse. 
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Figure 5: Browsing Excel File 

5. Select the required excel file (example: FruitRules_New.xlsx), click Open and the file 

name is added in Browse field. 

 

Figure 6: Adding Excel File 

6. Click Upload File, the file is uploaded and the following message is displayed. 

 

Figure 7: Excel File Uploaded 

7. Click the button , the uploaded file name gets populated in the dropdown list. Select the 

required file (Example: FruitRules_New.xlsx). 

1 

2 
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Figure 8: Selecting Uploaded File 

8. Enter database ID in New Database ID field (Example: FruitDB). This is connection 

name to be given to imported excel file. 

9. To add new excel connection for selected file, first select database type as MS Excel from 

Database Type dropdown menu and click (Create Connection) button . 

 

Figure 9: Adding Excel Connection to Database 

10.  After clicking the button , an alert is displayed on screen. 

1 

2 

1 

2 
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Figure 10: Showing Alert for Adding Database Connection 

11. Click OK and the message is displayed as Database Added and Status is changed as 

Connected. 

 

Figure 11: Database Connected 

Note: In the figure above, Status as Connected indicates that the connection is successfully 

created. 

12. To check the contents of excel file imported, click Main Menu -> Database Interfaces -> 

Query Builder. 
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Figure 12: Checking the Database Created 

Note: As shown in the figure above, for FruitDB an excel file is imported and connection with 

name FruitDB is created. Prompt and Rules are the table defined in excel file and under 

Prompt and Rules are the fields defined in excel sheets. 

13. To see the contents of excel worksheet, click Execute Select Query in Query Builder 

interface (Go to Main Menu-> Database Interfaces -> Query Builder). 

 

Figure 13: Executing Query to See Contents  

2. Creating Expert System App 
This interface creates expert system application to execute the rules and produce the result. 

2.1 App Create Option 
To create an app, click the following tabs: 

1. Go to Main Menu -> System and App Setup -> Create and Manage Apps. 

Column names of worksheet: Rules. 
Spreadsheets are shown in square 
brackets and name followed by $. 
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Figure 14: App Create Options Interface 

2. Enter the required information as explained in table below: 

Table 1: Fields of App Create Options 

Fields Description 

Database ID 

  

Select from the dropdown menu the Database ID 

(Example: FruitDB) which stores the spreadsheets/tables to 

create rules, prompts etc. 

Cases 
 

Shows list of spreadsheets/database tables in selected 

Database. App variables, data types etc. are created from 

the table/spreadsheet. This option allows to select the 

spreadsheet or table from the dropdown menu based on the 

Database ID created. For Example: [Rules$] or [Prompts$]. 

Rules 

 

The table/spreadsheet that contains rules. This option 

populates [Rules$] sheet from Cases dropdown menu in the 

text box after clicking the button . The button  

removes the text from text box. 

Prompts 

 

The table/spreadsheet that contains prompts. This option 

populates [Prompts$] sheet from Cases dropdown menu in 

the text box after clicking the button . The button  

removes the text from text box. 

AppName:Title Name of the application and title of the application. Title 

appears on link that starts expert system app. 

Web Template Options Web template is HTML page which is used to create web 

pages to take input from the end-user. This option allows 

adding buttons to be included in web pages. To select 

required buttons Click for Options present in Web 

Template Options field. 

Application Group 
 

Enter the application group name. Application group name 

represents the name under which current app will be 

created. It can be existing App Group or new one. 
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Variable Group 
 

Enter the variable group name. All variables created 

corresponding to column names will be stored under this 

group and will be prefixed with that. 

App Create Options Check the required options from the list of options. 

Initially, click the button Uncheck All to uncheck the 

already checked options. As shown in figure below, check 

the three options which are mandatory to create an expert 

system application: 

1. Is create generic templates? option is used to create 

web page templates. 

2. Is create rules from DB table/spreadsheet?option is 

to be used when rules are to be created from 

spreadsheet/table entered/selected in rules text box. 

3. Is create expert system only? option is used to 

create an expert system. 

4. Select the required option from Cases, Web template Options, Options dropdown 

menu as shown in the following figures (explained in the table above): 

 

Figure 15: Cases Dropdown Menu 

Note: This screenshot having older version. In newer version, option Cases is changed to 

Table/Worksheet and Width and Height of App Starting Window are added. 
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Figure 16: Web template Options Dropdown Menu 

 

Figure 17: Options Dropdown Menu 

3. To upload and add image as an application icon, click the button present in App Image field 

and click Browse to select the image file. 

 

Figure 18: Browsing Image File 
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4. To open the image from specified location, select the image and click Open. 

 

Figure 19: Selecting Image File 

5. Image name is added on screen. Also, the user can edit name of the image by entering the 

required image name in Upload File field. 

 

Figure 20: Editing Image Name 

6. To upload the image, click Upload File and the following message is displayed. 
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Figure 21: Image Uploaded 

7. After image is uploaded, click the button to populate the image in App Image dropdown 

menu. 

 

Figure 22: Populating Image File Name 

8. Click the button to move the image in App Image field and the following image is 

displayed. 
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Figure 23: Moving Image to App Image Field 

 

Figure 24: Image Preview 

2.2 Show Data Source Fields 
After the required information is entered in App Create Options, click Show Data Source 

Fields tab, it shows the list of field names and its features that needs to be displayed on 

screen. 

1. To show the list of field names and its features, click Show Data Source Fields tab. 
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Figure 25: Show Data Source Fields Interface 

Note: If selected table fields from Cases in App Create Options is not populated then use 

refresh button to populate the fields. 

2. Select or enter the required information as explained in table below. 

Table 2: Fields of Show Data Source Fields 

Fields Description 

Check to create 

variable prefix with 

This column contains the list of field (worksheet column) 

names. By default, for all field names this option is checked. 

Also, the user can uncheck the field names if it is not 

required. 

Field expr for query 

access 
 

This column contains the list of fields and corresponding to 

each field there are list of options. Field expressions can be 

used instead of field names. 

Prefix_field_with 
 

Check when field name is to be prefixed with entered 

prefix. By default these options are checked. 

The following figures below shows the list of field names and their options. 

 

Figure 26: Field Name and its Options 
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Click Srno, the lists of options are displayed. From the list of options displayed, check the 

option Is DB key? (This field represents unique key to recognize the row in rule spreadsheet). 

 

Figure 27: Field Name and its Options 

Click Rule ID, check the option Is Rule ID? (Use when rules are to be created from 

spreadsheets/DB table. Field/parameter represents Rule ID, it must be unique). 

 

Figure 28: Field Name and its Options 

Click FruitClass, check the option Is sub-Goal Variable? (Use when rules are to be created 

from DB table. Field/parameter is used as expert system sub-goal variable). 
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Figure 29: Field Name and its Options 

For field/variable SeedClass, check the option Is sub-Goal Variable?  (Use when rules are to 

be created from DB table. Field/parameter is used as expert system sub-goal variable). 

 

Figure 30: Field Name and its Options 

Click Fruit, check the option Is Goal Variable? (Use when rules are to be created from DB 

table. Field/parameter is used as expert system goal variable). 

2.3 Populate Details From DB 

After the field names and its features are defined, tab Populate Details From DB fetches the 

details from database and facilitates to change/set various properties of variables such as 

default, min value, max value, prompt etc. Click Populate Details From DB. 
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Figure 31: Populate Details From DB Interface 

The following required fields respective to the screen are described below. 

Table 3: Fields of Populate Details From DB 

Fields Description 

Field Name Displays the name of the field as defined in Show Data Source 

Fields tab. 

Feature Name 

 

Displays the name of the variables corresponding to field 

name/column name. 

Default Value 

 

Displays the default value corresponding to each variable as 

defined in the excel sheet. Also, the user can edit the default 

value as per requirement. 

 

1. To populate the required columns that represent variable properties on the interface, 

click the dropdown menu Click to select columns and select the required column 

(Example: Feature Prompts, Feature Name etc.) 

 

Figure 32: Populating Columns on Screen  

2. Click Show Column List and the required column (Example: Feature Prompt) is 

populated on screen. 
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Figure 33: Columns on Screen Populated 

3. After the feature prompt is added on the interface, by default it displays the prompts 

of the corresponding feature as entered in the excel sheet. Also, the user can edit the 

required prompt as per their requirement. 

4. To preview the rules, click Show Rules. The rules are created for preview and 

displayed based on the rules defined in excel sheet. For Example: For Rule ID Banana 

1 the rule created is IF Shape IS Long AND colour IS ANY OF[Green,Yellow] 

THEN Fruit IS Banana. The engine reduces number of rules by combining rules 

having different values for one column e.g. Rule 1: Banana 1 and Banana 2 are same 

except column Colour. In such cases rules Banana 1 and Banana 2 are combined to 

form a single rule using function IS ANY OF.  

 

Figure 34: Showing Rules  

5. After all the required information is defined and edited, to create an application click 

Create All and a popup is shown on screen. 

Set of rules created corresponding to rules 
in excel sheet. The first rule is starting rule 
(with ID: Start and AppName) added by 
interface which invokes goal variable 
defined in excel sheet (e.g. Fruit). 
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Figure 35: Create an Application 

6. Click OK to continue and all objects (variables, rules, menus etc.) required for this 

application are created and also it displays the message on screen: 

 

Figure 36: Objects Created 

Note: As soon as the user clicks Create All, the application, its variables and menus are 

created and Save all button is enabled on screen. 

7. The figure shows the application create status and Failed Status as None which 

indicates that there is no error. 

 

Figure 37: App Create Status Interface 
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3. Running the Application 
After the application is created, to test the application, run the application. 

1. Once app is created successfully. It is automatically added to the published apps list 

(if newly added app is not seen, may use refresh icon on right top). To see the app: Go 

to Main Menu -> Apps, API's and Docs -> Apps.  

 

Figure 38: Published Apps 

2. To run the application, click FruitApp. 

 

Figure 39: Selecting the Shape of Fruit 

3. On each screen, select the required option and click Next to move further. 

 

Figure 40: Selecting the Color of Fruit 
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Figure 40: Selecting the Diameter of Fruit 

 

 

Figure 41: Selecting Seeds 

 

 

Figure 42: Session Report 

4. As shown in Figure No. 42, the final output is generated with values selected at run 

time. For Example: On the screen above the final output is cherry as it satisfies all the 

conditions defined. 

4. Saving the Application 
After the application is created and tested, the application needs to be saved. 

1. Before saving the application, to check the variables defined are created properly or 

not, go to Global variables tab, click Main Menu -> Domain Vocabulary -> Global 
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Variables and select the application created from the list of application groups. For 

Example: Select FruitAppGrp -> FruitVarGrp -> Colour. 

 

Figure 44: Global Variables Interface 

8. After the global variables are checked, the user need to check the menus created. 

Menus are prefixed with ‘Menu’. To go to Menus &Lists tab click Domain 

Vocabulary -> Menus &Lists. 

 

Figure 45: Menus/Lists Interface 

9. Select the application created from the list of application groups. For Example: Select 

FruitAppGrp -> FruitVarGrp -> MenuColour. Corresponding to MenuColour, the 

lists of options (Green, Orange, Red, Tan and Yellow) are displayed in Selected 

Option field.  

10. After the Menus/Lists are checked, check the rules created. To go to Rules/Expert 

Systems tab, click Main Menu -> Core Engine Configs -> Expert systems -> 

Rules/Expert Systems. 

Application Groups (FruitAppGrp), 

Variable Groups (FruitVarGrp) and set of 

Variables (Colour, Diameter, Fruit etc.)  
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Figure 46: Rules/Expert Systems Interface 

11. Select the application created from the list of application groups. For Example: Select 

FruitAppGrp -> FruitApp -> Banana1. The rules created can be viewed and its 

conditions defined.  

12. To show the hierarchy or dependency of the application created, select from the 

dropdown menu the name of the application. 

 
 

Figure 43: Selecting App Variable to See Dependency 

13. To view the hierarchy or dependency of the application, click Show Dependency and 

to view the rules defined click Show Loaded Rules. 

Application Groups (FruitAppGrp), 

Apps (FruitApp) and set of Rules 

(Banana 1, Vine 1 etc.) 
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Figure 44: Show Dependency and Show Loaded Rules 

14. After the application is created, all the required parameters are checked and 

application is tested, the application can be saved. To save the changes, go to Main 

Menu -> System and App Setup -> Populate Details from DB -> Save All. 

 

Figure 45: Saving the Application 

Note: If Manage App tab is closed without saving the application then go to App Create 

Options tab, select the current app and click Save App to save the application or else click 

Remove App to remove all objects created in the application. 

 


